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Statement of Teaching Evaluation

I served as a Graduate Teaching Assistant at the Department of Economics for five semesters, starting from
Fall, 2019 until Spring 2021. I taught one semester of offline recitation sessions for Economics and Business
Statistics before university switched to online teaching mode due to COVID-19. Below, I include summaries
from my teaching evaluations for all the courses where I served as a Graduate Teaching Assistant. Teaching
evaluations are conducted anonymously at the end of each semester at the University of North Carolina
at Greensboro. I provide both statistical evaluation and open-ended student responses. In total, I present
information from fifteen course evaluations: seven sections of Economics and Business Statistics and eight
sections of Principle of Microeconomics. Please click here for the detailed documents of all the fifteen course
evaluations.

Evaluation Statistics

Semester & Supervisor Course Average Instruction Score N

Supervisor: Dr. Marie C. Hull
Fall 2019 ECO250R-12 3.1 6

ECO250R-11 2.7 10

Weighted average for the semester 2.85 16

Supervisor: Dr. Marie C. Hull
Spring 2020 ECO250R-12 4.2 9

ECO250R-13 4.3 7
ECO250R-14 4.0 8
ECO250R-15 5.0 3

Weighted average for the semester 4.26 27

Instructor on Record
Summer 2020 ECO250-02 4.44 17

Weighted average for the semester 4.44 17

Supervisor: Dr. Jeffrey Sarbaum
Fall 2020 ECO201R-07 3.3 15

ECO201R-08 4.2 17
ECO201R-09 4.04 18
ECO201R-10 3.23 10

Weighted average for the semester 3.77 60

Supervisor: Dr. Jeffrey Sarbaum
Spring 2021 ECO201R-07 4.48 16

ECO201R-09 3.88 11
ECO201R-10 4.25 19
ECO201R-11 3.99 11

Weighted average for the semester 4.20 57

Average instruction score are out of 5 and N is the number of responses
from a class of 32-35 students in each section.
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Selected Comments from student feedback

ECO250R- “VERY knowledgeable professor, he had an answer for everything and taught with ease. Very
optimistic and understanding of student situations making the class run smoothly and effi-
ciently.”

ECO250R- “He was very helpful with this class.”

ECO250- “Professor Pandit was very organized and made the class easy to navigate. He communicated
regularly and seemed like he wanted his students to do well, which is appreciated.”

ECO250- “The instructor had reasonable response times to emails and gentle reminders when exams
were due. I know it is not something all professors do, but with everything going on I deeply
appreciated it.”

ECO250- “Professor Hitanshu Pandit was great and it appeared he was a partner with his students and
wanted them all to succeed. He seems genuine and that reflected in his communications with
students.”

ECO201R- “Personally, I feel like this recitation did not do anything beneficial. Hitanshu was great, but
personally, I feel like everything that we did in the recitation could have been done like a normal
class. Having 2 of the same classes on canvas was difficult to work with also.”

ECO201R- “Good Instructor overall, but it was difficult at times to comprehend the information being
taught if students had a question. Overall though, a good instructor and did good with offering
help often in the zoom meetings.”

ECO201R- “Great teacher! He helped me so much and always asked if we needed help. Wish we had more
time for our course.”

ECO201R- “The Instructor will get right into work and would teach everything well. Another thing is that
Pandit will help those who need help and answer many questions as possible. Overall Pandit is
a great instructor in which teaches and brings positivity into the many different zoom calls.”

ECO201R- “The instructor took the time to ensure his students understood the content.”

ECO201R- “Very helpful and engaging. understanding the course material was made easier for me because
of his patience in explaining the concepts.”

ECO201R- “He definitely did a great job on explaining the content that I did not understand.”

ECO201R- “A teacher always attentive who helps students in difficulty (He first helped me with my level
of English which was not up to par and he helped me to follow the assignments despite the fact
that with the football team I can miss some) Very good teacher!”

ECO201R- “Hitanshu was very helpful and always extended a helping hand every class. He also explained
and broke down the material in a way that was very understandable.”
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